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1. INTRODUCTION
w xEver since the appearance of the work of Keller and Segel 13 on an
aggregation model for the slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum, there has
been great interesting in modeling chemotaxis and in the mathematical
analysis of systems like the Keller]Segel model. Here we note the work of
w x w xSchaff 18 and Lin, Ni, and Takagi 17 on steady states and the work of
w x w xJager and Luckhaus 11 and Herrero and Velazquez 10 on finite timeÈ Â
blowup of solutions.
Similar modeling techniques have been employed by Chaplain and
w xStuart 5 to construct a model of the chemotactic response of endothelial
cells to tumor angiogenesis factor secreted by a tumor which results in the
formulation of new blood vessels that supply it. Analytic work on this
w xmodel has been done by Allegreto et al. 2 .
Our interest in chemotaxis is largely motivated by the question of
whether it might effect the ability of a microbial population to grow or to
be a successful competitor for a nutrient in a classical bioreactor. Pioneer-
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ing work in this area has been carried out by Lauffenburger and co-workers
w x15, 12, 16 for the case of confined growth in a tubular reactor supplied
with a single diffusible growth-limiting nutrient entering at one boundary
 .of the tube. The scaled model system for the nutrient concentration S
and bacterial populations u is given byi
­S ­ 2S
s y f S u y f S u , .  .1 1 2 22­ t ­ x
2­ u ­ u ­ ­Si is d y d F S u q f S y k u , .  .i i i i i i i2­ t ­ x ­ x­ x
with boundary conditions,
­S
0, t s 0, S 1, t s 1, .  .
­ x
­ u ­ u ­Si i
0, t s 0 s 1, t y u 1, t F S 1, t 1, t , .  .  .  .  . .i i­ x ­ x ­ x
and appropriate initial conditions. The authors assume that the chemotac-
tic sensitivity F follows the receptor law,
a i
F S s , .i 2a q S .i
where a is a positive constant. Many different forms have been used in the
 .literature including constant F s a and the log law, F s ar a q S . The
 .functions f S represent the functional response of the ith organism toi
nutrient concentration S and typically are bounded functions satisfying
 . Xf 0 s 0, f ) 0. The constants k are cell death rates.i i i
w xSimulations reported in 12 show that solutions tend to equilibrium and
their results are obtained by way of numerical solutions of the steady-state
problem.
w xTogether with others 4 , we considered a model of microbial competi-
tion in a plug flow tubular-reactor through which a steady flow of medium
brings fresh nutrient and carries out depleted nutrient and microbial cells.
One motivation for considering the model was its potential for mimicking
the environment of the large intenstine of a mammal. As it is known that
some of the bacteria of the gut exhibit chemotaxis, we are led to modify
our original model, which assumed random motility of the bacteria, by
including a chemotaxis term following Lauffenburger et al. The scaled
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model for substrate S and microbial strain u , 1 F i F m, becomesi
2 m­S ­ S ­S
s d y y u f S , .0 i i2­ t ­ x­ x is1
2­ u ­ u ­ u ­ ­Si i is d y y F S u q u f S y k , .  .i i i i i i2­ t ­ x ­ x ­ x­ x
with boundary conditions,
­S
1 s yd 0, t q S 0, t , .  .0 ­ x
­ u ­Si
0 s d 0, t y u 0, t y F S 0, t u 0, t 0, t , .  .  .  .  . .i i i i­ x ­ x
­S ­ ui
0 s 1, t s 1, t . .  .
­ x ­ x
In the present paper, we focus our attention on the steady states of
systems like those in the previous text. In fact, we consider more general
elliptic systems in several space dimensions. We are interested in the
 .existence of single-population steady states e.g., u / 0, u s 0, 2 F i F m1 i
and steady states representing coexistence of two or more populations.
Classical methods are used but obtaining a priori bounds of the u in thei
uniform norm is nontrivial. We are forced to make some restrictions on
the chemotactic sensitivity functions F, especially in space dimension
exceeding 2. In the next section, we obtain a priori bounds for steady-state
solutions of a general elliptic system with chemotaxis terms. In subsequent
sections, the existence of nontrivial steady states is proved. In a concluding
section, our results are applied to the plug flow system in the preceding
texts.
We now describe the system to be considered here. Let V be a bounded
smooth domain in R n with n F 3 and define the following elliptic opera-
tors,
A u s Du y b x =u y c u , i s 0, . . . , m , .i i i
where b are continuous vector-valued functions and c are continuousi i
functions on V. The equations for S and u in V arei
yA S s yf x , u, S , .0 0
1.1 .
y A u q div u F S =S s u f x , S , .  . .i i i i i i
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 .where u s u , . . . , u , with boundary conditions given by1 m
­ u ­Si iq r x , u s u x , .i i 0 /­ n ­ n
­S
q r x S s S x , .  .0 0­ n
 . i  .  .and r x , r , u x , S x are nonnegative functions on ­ V and ­r­ n0 i 0 0
denotes the normal derivative. Precise hypotheses are given in the next
section. Note that the boundary condition for u depends on the normali
derivative of S and that we have allowed a source term in the boundary
conditions for u as well as for S.i
 .It is not hard to see that an elliptic system of the form 1.1 results from
setting the time derivatives to zero in the plug flow system described in the
foregoing text. See the final section for an application of our results to the
plug flow system.
 .  . i  .Later, we will assume that f x, 0, S s 0, c x G 0, u x s 0 and0 0 0
 .S x G 0, the latter not identically zero on ­ V. When this is the case,0
 .system 1.1 has a trivial ``washout steady state'' where u s 0 for all i andi
 w x.S s S# is the unique solution of see, e.g., 7, 4, 8 ,
yDS# q b x =S# q c S# s 0, x g V , .0 0
1.2 .­S#
q r x S# s S x , x g ­ V , .  .0 0­ n
which is positive for all x. Our interest here is in the nontrivial steady
 .states of 1.1 .
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
2.1. Uniform Bounds for L` Norms
We first show that the L` norm of positive solution can be controlled by
its L1 norm. We make the following assumptions on the parameters of the
 .system 1.1 . Further assumptions will be made in the following text.
n .  .  .  .H.1 For i s 0, . . . , m, b g C V, R , c g C V, R , and c x G 0.i i 0
X .Assume that F : R ª R is continuously differentiable and F S G 0i q q i
3  .unless n s 1 and d - in H.3 .2
 .  .H.2 r g C ­ V, R is a nonnegative function on ­ V and0 q
i  .  .u x , S x are continuous nonnegative functions on ­ V, the latter not0 0
 .vanishing identically on ­ V. For i G 1, we assume that r x, ­Sr­ n isi
< <nonnegative and bounded if ­Sr­ n is bounded.
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 .  .  . mH.3 f x, u, S G 0 for positive S and u s u , . . . , u g R . Fur-0 1 m q
 .thermore, f x, u, S satisfies the following growth condition,0
d< <f x , u, S F C S u q C , 2.1 .  .  .0
4 .where C S is a continuous function in S; and d - if n s 3, d - 2 if3
n F 2.
We remark that the assumption FX G 0 is ``nonbiological,'' at least if thei
inequality is strict, because chemotactic sensitivities used in the literature
are nonincreasing functions. Thus, if n s 3, our assumption includes only
the biologically realistic case that F is constant.
`  .The L estimate is trivial for the S component of 1.1 as the assumption
 .  .H.3 and comparison principles give an estimate for the S in 1.1 in terms
 .of S#. Indeed, because f x, u, S G 0, one can see by comparison princi-0
 .  .  .ples that S F S#. This and H.1 and H.2 imply that F S and ­Sr­ ni
 .from the boundary condition for S are bounded by some finite constant
 . <  . <which depends only on S#. Also, H.2 implies that r x , ­Sr­ n isi i
bounded on ­ V. We will use these facts repeatedly in the following text
without mentioning them again.
The main result of this section is the following.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Assume H.1 ] H.3 . Let S, u be any nonnegati¨ e solution
 .of 1.1 . Then there are positi¨ e constants K , K , a independent of S, u such1 2
that
5 5 5 5 5 5 aS F K , and u F K u . 2.2 .` ` 11 2
 .Proof. We need only to prove the second part of 2.2 . Assume first
that FX G 0 and consider the equation of u s u . For brevity, we drop thei
subscript i in the presentation that follows. We also use C to denote
positive constants which depend only on the parameters of the system and
S# but not on u. We may also assume that u G 1. Otherwise, we can
replace u by u q 1. For any k ) 0, we multiply the equation for u by uk
and we use integration by parts and the boundary condition for S, u to get
­ u ­S2ky1 k k< <k u =u dx s u y uF S ds y b =u u dx .H H H /­ n ­ nV ­ V V
q k uk F S =S =u dx q ukq1 f x , S y c dx .  . .H H
V V
k 2kq1 ky1 < <F C u ds q u =u dxH H2­ V V
1
k kq1q k u F S =S =u dx q C u dx , 2.3 .  .H H /kV V
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where we have used the Young inequality to treat the integral of b =u uk
 .on the right-hand side. The constant C 1rk is bounded if k is bounded
away from 0.
We consider the integral on the right-hand side which involves =S. By
 . kq1multiplying the equation for S with F S u and by integrating by parts
we obtain
k q 1 uk F S =S =u dx .  .H
V
­S 2Xkq1 kq1 < <s F S u ds y u F S =S dx .  .H H
­ n­ V V
y b =S q c S F S ukq1 dx y F S ukq1 f x , u, S dx .  .  .  .H H0 0 0
V V
kq1 < < kq1F C u ds q C =S q 1 u dx , .H H
­ V V
F
X S , f G 0 2.4 .  . .0
 .Using this in 2.3 and combining the constants, we obtain
12 2kq1.r2 kq1 kq1= u dx F C k q 1 u ds q u dx .  .H H H / /kV ­ V V
< < kq1q C k q 1 =S u dx. 2.5 .  .H
V
 w x.Using the inequality see, e.g., 14 ,
12kq1 kq1.r2 kq1u ds F « = u dx q C u dx , .H H Ht«­ V V V
  . .2 .y1with some fixed positive constant t . By taking « s 2C 1rk k q 1 ,
 .we deduce from the foregoing inequality and 2.5 that
2kq1.r2 kq1< <= u dx F C k q 1 =S u dx .  .H H
V V
1 v kq1q C k q 1 u dx , 2.6 .  .H /k V
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 4where v s max 2, 2t . Therefore,
2 vkq1.r2 kq15 5= u dx F C# k q 1 u , .  .H 1
V
 .5 5 .with C# s C 1rk =S q 1 . On the other hand, the Sobolev inequality`
implies
1rq
2kq1.q kq1.r2 kq1u dx F C = u q u dx , .H H  / /
V V
 .with q s nr n y 2 if n ) 2 and arbitrary q ) 1 if n F 2. Combining
these estimates, we get
vkq1 kq15 5 5 5u F C# k q 1 u , .q 1
or,
 .1r kq1v
5 5 5 5u F C# k q 1 u . 2.7 .  . .kq1.q kq1.
 . iLet g ) 1. Using 2.7 with k such that k q 1 s g q , i s 0, 1, . . . , and
iterating the results, we yield
m n 5 5sup u F C#q u , 2.8 .g
V
`  i.  . ` iwhere m s  1r g q s qrg q y 1 , n s v irg q - `. Note that n is0 1
uniformly bounded if g ) 1. Also, from the choice of k in the previous
 .5 5text, k G g y 1 so that the constant C# can be bounded by C g =S q`
.  .1 with C g is some negative power of g y 1 and thus bounded if g ) 1
 .and g is away from 1. This results from the fact that the constant C 1rk
in the definition of C# before is bounded if k is away from 0.
On the other hand, from the Gagliardo]Nirenberg interpolation in-
p  w x.equality and L estimates for elliptic equations see 9 , we know that
uu 1yu 1yu
2 , p5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=S F C S S F C f x , u , S q S S . .pr W p p p
ud< <F C u q 1 , 2.9 .  .p /
1  .  .where r, p G 1 and u s 1 q nrp y nrr . Here we have also used 2.12
 .and H.3 and the fact that S is bounded. Letting r, p ª ` in the
1  .preceding estimates, we can take u s . Using this in 2.8 and going back2
to u s u, we obtaini
dmr25 5 < < 5 5u F C g u q 1 u . .  .` g .`i i
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5 5 5 5 gy1.rg 5 51rgBecause u F u u , we deduceg ` 1i i i
5 5 5 5 dm r2qgy1.rg 5 5 gy1.rg 5 51rgmax u F C g max u q max u max u , .` ` ` 1 5i i i i
i i i i
2.10 .
where max was taken over i s 1, . . . , m.i
 .  .If n ) 2, we have q s nr n y 2 and m s nr 2g . So, if n s 3 then
4  .dmr2 - 1rg because d - according to H.3 . Otherwise, if n F 2, q is3
sufficiently large then m is close to 1rg . We choose q such that dmr2 -
1rg . This is possible because d - 2 in this case. Thus, if n F 3 then we
 . 5 5have dmr2 q g y 1 rg - 1 and thus the powers of u on the right-hand`
 .side of 2.10 are less than 1. Because of this, we can apply the Young
5 5inequality to absorb the u on the right-hand side into itself on the left.`
5 5 1We then obtain estimates for max u in terms of L norms of u as`i i i
 .stated in 2.2 .
X  .Now we drop the assumption that F G 0 in H.1 provided that wei
restrict to the case of dimension equal to 1 and require further that the
3 .  .constant d in H.3 is less than . We have 2.3 with k s 1. Because2
X .  .F S is no longer positive but F S is bounded, we get the following,i
< < 2 < < 2 2=u dx F C =S q 1 u dx. .H ` H
V V
< <Note the power 2 of =S in the foregoing estimate. Because n s 1, the
Sobolev inequality with q s ` and the preceding give
1r2
1r2 1r225 5 < < < < 5 5 5 5u F C =S q 1 u dx F C =S q 1 u u . 2.11 .  .  .` ` H ` ` 1 /
V
 .Because n s 1, estimate 2.9 still holds for any p ) 1 and r arbitrary.
Letting r tend to infinity we have
ud u d py1.r p 1r p5 5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5=S F u q C F C u u q C , .` p ` 1
1  .  .with u s 1 q 1rp . This and 2.11 yield2
 .u d py1 rp u r p 1r2 1r25 5 < < 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5u F C u u q 1 u u . .` 1 ` 1 /`i i i
 .Therefore, 2.10 now becomes
5 5 5 5u d py1.r pq1r2 5 < < 5u r p 5 51r2max u F C g max u u q max u .` ` q ` 5i i i
i i i
5 51r2= max u .1i
i
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3Because d - , it is easy to see that if p is close to 1 then the power2
1 . 5 5u d p y 1 rp q of u on the right-hand side is less than 1. Arguing as`i2
5 5before we obtain the estimate for u .`i
2.2. L1 Bound for S, u
We now show that under further assumption on the convection and
reaction terms f one can get uniform estimates for the L1 norms ofi
solutions.
We assume that
 . 2  .  .F.1 There exist C functions B x , i s 0, . . . , m such that b x si i
 .  .  .=B x . In addition, we assume that r x, ­ u r­ n q F u ­ u r­ n qi i 0 i 0 0
­ B r­ n G 0 on ­ V for all u satisfying 0 F u F S# in V, and ­ u r­ ni 0 0 0
s S y r u .0 0 0
 .F.2 There exist constants h ) 0 and b , C G 0 such thati
m m
yh f x , u q h u f x , u F b h u q C , 2.12 .  .  . 0 0 i i i 0 i i
is1 is0
 . mq 1for all u s u , . . . , u g R . Here we have denoted S by u . More-0 m q 0
over, there is a positive constant u such that
c x y D B x y b G u , ; x g V , i s 1, . . . , m. 2.13 .  .  .i i
The main result of this section is the following.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that F.1 and F.2 hold. Then there is a positi¨ e
 .constant K independent of S, u, a nonnegati¨ e solution of 1.1 , such that3
5 5u F K , i s 1, . . . , m. 2.14 .1i 3
Proof. Integrating the equation for u over V, using integration byi
parts, we obtain
­ BiU ic y D B u dx q r q u y u x ds s u f dx , .  .H H Hi i i i i 0 i i /­ nV ­ V V
0 U  . Uwhere u s S and r s r q F u ­ u r­ n if i G 1 and r s r . Multi-0 0 i i i 0 0 0 0
 .plying this equation by h , summing over i and using F.2 , we geti
m m ­ BiU ih c y D B y b u dx q h r q u y u ds F C V . .  . H Hi i i i i i i 0 /­ nV ­ Vis0 is0
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 .  .Because u G 0, the assumptions on c , B , r i s 1, . . . , m in F.1 andi i i i
 .F.2 allow us to drop the nonnegative terms in the left-hand side to obtain
m
u h u dx F C V y h c y D B y b u dx .  . H Hi i 0 0 0 0
V Vis1
m­ B0 iy h q r u y h u ds .H 0 0 0 i 0 / /­ n­ V 0
Because u s S is bounded by a finite constant, we deduce uniform0
5 5estimates for u , i s 1, . . . , m, from this inequality.1i
Further assumptions on the smoothness of the boundary data and f willi
give estimates for higher norms of solutions, a fact that will be used later
in the compactness argument in the next sections. Combining the results
of Theorems 1 and 2 we have
 .COROLLARY 3. For some b g 0, 1 , assume further that the boundary
i 1qb  . i .  .data u , S are in C ­ V , that r x , f x, u are b-Holder continuous in xÈ0 0 i
 .  .  .  .and Lipschitz in u. Under the conditions H.1 ] H.3 and F.1 and F.2 , for
 .any n g 0, 1 , there is a positi¨ e constant K independent of S, u such that4
5 5 nu F K , i s 0, . . . , m. 2.15 .C V .i 4
Proof. From Theorems 1 and 2 we see that the L` norms of the
 .right-hand sides of the equations of 1.1 are bounded by some finite
p constant independent of S, u . From the L theory of elliptic equation seei
w x.6, Theorem 19.1, p. 84 we have
2, p5 5 5 5S F C S q f x , u, S F K p , .  . .W V . p pp 0
 .  .for all p g 1, ` and C , K p are constants independent of S. Taking pp
sufficiently large and using the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we can see
5 5 1q nthat S is bounded. Thus, if we write the equation of u in itsC V . i
divergence form,
ydiv =u y F S =S u q b x =u q c u s u f x , S , .  .  . .i i i i i i i i
which has bounded Holder continuous coefficients, then u , as a boundedÈ i
weak solution to the previous equation, is C b Holder continuous withÈ
 w x. b .bounded Holder norm see 9, Chap. 8 . Now, with S, u g C V withÈ i
uniformly bounded norms, we see that the right-hand sides of the equa-
b .  wtions are also bounded in C V . The Schauder estimates see 9, Chap.
x. 2qb  .6 implies that S g C V . This improves the regularity of the coeffi-
cients of the equation for u considering S as a parameter. Applyingi
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2qb  .Schauder's estimates again we can conclude that u belongs to C V asi
well. In addition, the C 2qb norms of S, u are uniformly bounded. Ouri
proof is complete.
3. EXISTENCE OF POSITIVE STEADY STATES
 .We study the solvability of 1.1 in this section. It will be assumed
i  .  .  .hereafter that u ' 0 for 1 F i F m. In addition to H.1 ] H.3 , F.1 and0
 . 1 `F.2 , the conditions that guarantee the L and L estimates for solutions,
we will assume that
 .F.3 Functions f and f are Holder continuous in their arguments,È0 i
 .  .f x, S G 0 and f x, u, S G 0. f has a continuous partial derivative withi 0 i
 .respect to S and f x, u, S has continuous partial derivatives with respect0
 .to each u and S. Moreover, we assume f x, u, S vanishes when eitherj 0
u s 0 or S s 0.
 .F.4 There is a continuously differentiable extension of F to all ofi
R. Furthermore,
­S ­ B ­Si
r x , q q F s G 0, .i i /­ n ­ n ­ n
 . 1  .  .for any not necessarily nonnegative C function S such that S x F S# x
 .  . 1qn  .for x g V and ­Sr­ n q r S s S . We assume r x , S x g C ­ V0 0 i 0
 .for some n g 0, 1 .
We set up a fixed point equation in the positive cone X of the Banachq
m n  .  .space X [  C V for 1.1 and we use the fixed point index technique0
5 5to obtain existence results. The usual norm of X will be denoted by ? .
 .  .Observe that S s S# and u s 0 is a solution of 1.1 by virtue of F.3 .i
 .We refer to it as a ``washout'' solution of 1.1 and we recall that
 .S# x ) 0 for all x. It is convenient to make a change of variables to make
the boundary conditions homogeneous and the washout solution becomes
 .identically zero. We define u s S# y S where S# is defined by 1.2 . Let0
 .u s u , . . . , u , we define0 m




­ u ­S# ­ u0 0
F u s F S# y u , r x , s r x , y , .  .i 0 i 0 i i /  /­ n ­ n ­ n
i s 1, . . . , m. 3.2 .
 .The system 1.1 now takes the form,
¡yA u s f x , u , x g V , .0 0 0
yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u , x g V , .  .  . .i i i i 0 0 i i 0~ 3.3 .
­ u ­ u ­ ui 0 0q r x , u s 0, q r x u s 0, x g ­ V . .i 0 0¢  /­ n ­ n ­ n
 .  .Given c s c , . . . , c in X , we define u s F c to be the solution of1 m q
¡yA u s f x , c , x g V , .0 0 0
yA u q div u F u = S# y u s c f x , c , x g V , .  .  . .i i i i 0 0 i i 0~ 3.4 .
­ u ­ u ­ ui 0 0q r x , u s 0, q r x u s 0, x g ­ V , .i i 0 0¢  /­ n ­ n ­ n
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.1. Assume that H.1 ] H.3 and F.1 ] F.4 hold. Then F:
X ª X is a well-defined completely continuous operator. Moreo¨er, fixedq q
 .points of F in X are solutions of 1.1 .q
Proof. It is well known that the first equation for u has a unique0
2qn  .  w x.solution u in C V see 9, Theorem 6.31 . By the maximum principle0
argument we can show that u G 0. On the other hand, let us write the0
equation for u s u using S s S# y u and the fact that =B =u si 0
 . .div u =B y uD B in the form,
ydiv =u y =B q F S =S u q c y D B u s c f x , c G 0. .  .  . . . i 0
 . S  . y BqF#S ..Set F# S s H F s ds. We introduce the new variable U s e u0
and we note the following,
=u y =B q F S =S u s e BqF#S . =U, . .
­ u ­U ­ B ­S
BqF#S .s e q U q F S U . . /­ n ­ n ­ n ­ n
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Hence, we derive the following equation for U. Thus,
¡ydiv a x =U q d x U s g x , on V , .  .  . .~ ­U
q R x U s 0, on ­ V , .¢
­ n
Bq F#S . Bq F#S . .  .  .  . with a x s e , d x s c y D B e , g x s c f x,i
BqF#S ..  .   .  . .c e , and R x s r x, ­Sr­ n q ­ Br­ n q F S ­Sr­ n . Be-0
cause u G 0 implies S F S# and the boundary condition of u implies0 0
 .  .  .­Sr­ n s S y r S, so that, by F.4 , R x G 0 on ­ V. Also, by F.2 ,0 0
 . wd x ) 0. So, the maximum principle for linear elliptic equations 9,
x   . .Corollary 3.2 applies to the foregoing equation for U g x G 0 and
shows that the minimum of U must be attained at a point x on the0
 .boundary ­ V. At x , we have ­Ur­ n - 0. Because R x cannot be zero0 0
 .  .  .there we conclude that U x ) 0. Therefore, U x ) 0 and u x ) 0 in0
V.
 .Therefore, one can solve for u from its equation in 3.4 and one can0
substitute the result into the equation for U. The preceding facts on the
coefficients of the equation of U also imply that we can solve for U , andi
2qn  .  .thus u , uniquely in C V from their equations in 3.4 . Hence, F isi
well defined and maps X into itself.q
For the complete continuity of F, we consider a bounded set W in X ,q
 .and we let c g W. We rewrite the equation of u in 3.4 as follows,i
yDu q b =u q c u s g , 3.5 .i i i i i i
 .   . .  .where b [ =B q F S =S, c [ c q div F S =S , and g [ c f x, c .i i i i i i i i i 0
2qn n .  .Because S g C V we easily see that b , c , g belong to C V .i i i
Schauder's estimates for the elliptic equation, in particular the estimate
 . w x6.80 in 9 , shows that
2q n n5 5 5 5u F C g q C , i s 0, . . . , m , 3.6 .C V . C V .i i
nfor some constant C depending only on the C norms of b , c , and S ifi i 0
5 5 2q ni s 0. For i ) 1, these constants in turn depend on S , which, byC
 .3.6 , is uniformly bounded if c are in the bounded set W. These facts
assert that F maps W into a bounded set in C 2qn and, therefore, is
compact.
On the other hand, to show that F is continuous, let c n. be a sequence
n.  n.. n.converging to c in X and u s F c . We need to show that uq
 .  n.4converges to u s F c . Because c is bounded in X, the preceding
 n.4paragraph shows that the sequences u , i s 0, . . . , m, are bounded ini
2qn  . 2 .C V and thus are compact in C V .
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 nk .4  n.4  .Consider any subsequence u of u . Let m g 0, n . Passing tok n
another subsequence if necessary we conclude that unk . converges in the
2qm  .C norm to some limit u# s u #, . . . , u # . From the equation of S0, m,
 . nk 2qmand estimates like 3.6 , we can easily see that u converges, in C0
 .norm, to a solution of the equation for u in 3.4 . The limit u # must be0 0,
u due to the uniqueness. For each n and i ) 0, we rewrite the equation0 k
n . n . n .k k k .for u as 3.5 and we define b , c accordingly as before. Thei i i
n . 2qm n . n .k k k .convergence of u to u in C V yields that b , c converge to0 0 i i
m .b , c in C V . Letting n tend to infinity, as for the case i s 0 in thei i k
nk .  .foregoing text, we see that u converges to a solution of 3.5 which musti
be u , again, due to uniqueness.i
 n.4The previous argument shows that any subsequence of u must have a
 .subsequence which converges to the only solution u of 3.4 . This shows
that un. itself converges to u in X . We conclude that F is continuous onq
X . In summary, F: X ª X is a completely continuous operator.q q q
w xFinally, using the maximum principle argument as in 7, Proposition 3.1 ,
 .  .we can show that if U s u , . . . , u / 0, . . . , 0 is a fixed point of F in0 m
X then u must satisfy 0 F u F S#, and so do S s S# y u . Once thisq 0 0 0
 .  .is proved, it is easy to see that S# y u , u , . . . , u is a solution to 1.1 .0 1 m
 .System 1.1 is now equivalent to the fixed point problem on X givenq
by
U s F U , U g X . 3.7 .  .q
Obviously, U s 0 is a trivial fixed point of F. We are interested in finding
nontrivial fixed points of F in X . As the f s are continuously differen-q i
X  .tiable functions it follows that F has a derivative F 0 at U s 0 in theq
 w x. X  .direction of the cone X see 3 and F 0 is a positive, compact linearq q
operator.
Next, we want to compute the fixed point index of F at 0 by computing
the directional derivative FX at the origin.q
X  . . LEMMA 3.2. The eigen¨alue problem F 0 U s lU, with U s U , . . . ,q 0
.U , is equi¨ alent tom
m¡ 1 ­ f0yA U s U x , 0, . . . , 0 , x g V , .0 0 il ­ uiis1~ 3.8 .
1
yA U q div U F S# =S# s U f x , 0 , x g V , .  . .¢ i i i i i il
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with the boundary conditions,
­U ­U ­S#0 iq r x U s 0, q r x , U s 0. .0 0 i i /­ n ­ n ­ n
X  .Proof. We compute first F 0 . Let c g X be given. For any t ) 0,q q
t  .denote u s F tc . That is,
tyA u s f x , tc , 3.9 .  .0 0 0
t t t tyA u q div u F S# y u = S# y u s tc f x , tc . 3.10 .  . .  . .i i i i 0 0 i i 0
 .  .Note that F 0 s 0. Divide 3.9 by t and let t ª 0. The right-hand side of
 . n  . t3.9 is uniformly bounded in C V so that u rt is uniformly bounded in0
2qn  .C V . Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 for continuity of F, we
can conclude that utrt converges to the solution U of0 0
m ­ f0yA U s c x , 0, . . . , 0 , x g V ; .0 0 i ­ uiis1
­U0 q r x U s 0, x g ­ V . .0 0­ n
 .We have used F.3 to conclude that the partial derivative of f with0
 .respect to u at u s 0 is zero. Similarly, we have from 3.10 ,0
ut uti i t tyA q div F S# y u = S# y u s c f x , tc , . .  .i i 0 0 i i 0 /  / /t t
x g V ,
­ utrt ­ ut ut .i 0 iq r x , s 0.i  /­ n ­ n t
 . 5 t 5 2From 3.9 we can see that u ª 0. From the preceding equation weC0
 t 4 2qnconclude that the set u rt is bounded in C . Once again a similari t ) 0
argument as that for continuity of F shows that, as t ª 0, the limit of
utrt is just the solution ofi
¡yA U q div U F S# =S# s c f x , 0 , x g V , .  . .i i i i i i~ ­Ui q r x , 0 U s 0, x g ­ V . .¢ i i­ n
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 . X  .We then see that U s U , . . . , U s F 0 c is determined by0 m q
m¡ ­ f0yA U s c x , 0, . . . , 0 , x g V , .0 0 i ­ uiis1~yA U q div U F S# =S# s c f x , 0 , x g V , .  . .i i i i i i
­U ­U ­S#0 iq r x U s 0, q r x , U s 0, x g ­ V . .0 0 i i¢  /­ n ­ n ­ n
This implies the lemma.
 .We rewrite in the following text the equations for U in 3.8 ,i
y1¡yA U q div U F S# =S# s l U f x , 0 , x g V , .  . .i i i i i i~ ­U ­S# 3.11 .i q r x , U s 0, x g ­ V .i i¢  /­ n ­ n
Our principal assumption concerns these eigenvalue problems. We assume
that
 .  .E The largest eigenvalue of 3.11 is greater than 1. We say thati
 .  .E holds if E holds for 1 F i F m.i
Remark 3.3. By using a change of variable as in the proof of Lemma
 .3.1, we can write 3.11 as
¡ y1ydiv a x =U q d x U s l g x U , on V , .  .  . .i i i i i i~ ­Ui q R x U s 0, on ­ V , .¢ i i­ n
B qF #S#. BqF #S#.i i, i, .  .  .  . with a x s e , d x s c y D B e , g x s f x,i i i
. BqF i, #S#.  .   .  . .0 e , and R x s r x, ­S#r­ n q ­ Br­ n q F S# ­S#r­ n .i i i
 . S  .Here, F # S [ H F s ds. It is well known that there is only onei, 0 i
 .positive eigenfunction to 3.11 which is the one that corresponds to the
largest eigenvalue.
X .Concerning the eigenvalue problem for F 0 we assert that
 . X  .LEMMA 3.4. If E holds, then 1 is not an eigen¨alue of F 0 corre-q
X  .sponding to an eigen¨ector in X and F 0 has an eigen¨alue larger than 1q q
with a corresponding eigen¨ector in X .q
w xThe proof of the foregoing lemma is similar to that of 7, Lemma 3.2
and therefore is omitted.
Next, we have the following important consequence of the a priori
estimates derived in the previous section.
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LEMMA 3.5. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold. Then there is an
R ) 0 such that
w xF lU s U, l g 0, 1 3.12 .  .
5 5has no solution U g X satisfying U s R.q
Proof. The previous equation is equivalent to
¡A u s f x , lu , x g V , .0 0 0
A u q div u F u =S# y u s lu f x , lu , x g V , .  . .i i i i 0 0 i i 0~ 3.13 .
­ u ­ u ­ ui 0 0q r x , u s 0, q r x u s 0, x g ­ V . .i 0 0¢  /­ n ­ n ­ n
Ã Ã Ãw x  .  .  .Define f for l g 0, 1 by f s f , . . . , f where f x, u s f x, lu ,l l 0 m 0 0
Ã .  .f x, u s f x, lu , 1 F i F m. Then it is easy to check that if f satisfiesi 0 i 0
 .  .F.1 and F.2 of Section 2, which we are assuming, then f and f , withl
w xl g 0, 1 , also satisfy these assumptions with a common set of constants
w x 1h , b , C, u , which are independent of l g 0, 1 . Therefore the L estimatesi
of Theorem 2 and the L` estimates of Theorem 1 hold for the solutions of
 .3.13 using the same constants K , K , K . Consequently, we may take1 2 3
R s K the constant given by Corollary 3.4
These two lemmas allow us to apply Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and Theorem
w x13.2i and its proof in 3 to conclude that
 5 5 4  .THEOREM 4. For r ) 0, let P s u g X : u - r . If E holds, thenr q
 xthere exists r such that 0 - r - R and for any r g 0, r ,0 0 0
ind F , P _ P s q1. .R r
In particular, there is a fixed point of F in P _ P .R r
 .Remark 3.6. The fact that ind F, P s q1 follows by using a slightlyR
w xdifferent homotopy than that used in 3 , due to the way we introduce the
 .  .parameter l in 3.12 and 3.13 . In particular, we consider the family of
 .  .maps H l, U s F lU and we find
ind F , P s ind H 0, ? , P s ind 0, P s q1. .  .  . .R R R
 .COROLLARY 5. If for some i, 1 F i F m, E holds then there exists ai
 .  .semitri¨ ial single-population equilibrium of 3.3 .
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that i s 1. We take m s 1 in
Theorem 4 by dropping the equations for u for j / 0, 1 and setting u s 0j j
 .  .in the appropriate arguments in f . Now note that F.1 ] F.4 continue to0
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 .hold for this reduced system. Condition F.4 implies that u ' 0 implies1
u ' 0, so that the solution given by Theorem 4 must have both compo-0
nents positive.
4. THE CASE OF TWO SPECIES
We now turn our attention to the two species case, that is m s 2. It is
assumed that for i s 1, 2, the principal eigenvalue of the eigenvalue
 .problem 3.11 is positive. Corollary 5 then implies the existence of at least
one single-population equilibrium for each of the two populations. We
 .then define Z resp. Z to be the set of single-population equilibria for1 2
 .which u ) 0 resp., u ) 0 . The previous results imply that Z s are1 2 i
nonempty. Moreover,
 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume that E holds for some i. Then the set Z is ai i
compact subset of X and bounded away from the origin.q
Proof. The first assertion comes from the regularity theory of elliptic
equations and the boundedness result of Lemma 3.5. We need only to
prove that Z is isolated from 0. Assume that m s 1 and i s 1 andi
  n n.4suppose that there is a sequence u s u , u in Z converging to 0.n 0 1 1
Then
X 5 5u s F u s F 0 u q o u , .  .  .n n q n n
5 5 5 5so on setting w s u r u and on dividing the previous equation by u ,n n n n
we have
w s FX 0 w q o 1 , .  .n q n
 .where o 1 represents a term which tends to zero as n ª `. The compact-
X  .ness of F 0 ensures the existence of a positive eigenvector w such thatq
X  .  .F 0 w s w in contradiction to E and Lemma 3.4.q i
Ã Ã  .Let us denote the elements of Z by U , that is, U s u , u , 0 andÃ Ãi i 1 01 1
Ã  .U s u , 0, u .Ã Ã2 02 2
Ã .E For each i, and for any U g Z , j / i, the largest eigenvalueq j j
of
y1¡yA f q div fF u = S# y u s l f f x , u ,Ã Ã Ã .  . . /i i 0 j 0 j i 0 j~ 4.1 .­f ­ S# y uÃ .0 jq r x , f s 0i¢  /­ n ­ n
is greater than 1.
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 .  .E For each i, the eigenvalues of 4.1 are all less than 1.y
 .In biological terms, E says that every u -single-population steadyq 1
 .state is stable to invasion by u and conversely. E says that every2 y
u -single-population steady state is unstable to invasion by u and con-1 2
versely. In either case, we might expect the existence of a positive steady
 .state u , u , u , that is, a steady state with u ) 0 for i s 1, 2. The main0 1 2 i
result of this section asserts that this is the case.
 .THEOREM 6. Let m s 2 and assume E holds for i s 1, 2 and eitheri
 .  .  .E or E holds. Then the system 3.3 has at least one positi¨ e solution.q y
Proof. Let us consider the following family of systems with parameter
w xt g 0, 1 . Hence,
¡yA u s f x , u , u , tu , .0 0 0 0 1 2
~yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u , .  .  . 4.2 . .1 1 i i 0 0 1 1 0¢yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u , .  .  . .2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0
The equivalent fixed point problem, formulated as in 3.4, will be de-
 .  .  .noted by U s H t, U . We see that H 1, U ' F U . By a positive solution
 .  .of 3.3 , or equivalently, of F U s U, we mean a solution for which
u ) 0, u ) 0.1 2
For i, j s 1, 2, choose a neighborhood E s V = W of Z in P _ Pi i i i R r
n n .  .where V is a neighborhood in C V = C V of the projection of Zi i
n  .onto this space, and W is a small neighborhood of 0 in C V such that Ei i
 .defined as earlier does not intersect Z , j / i see Lemma 4.1 . Later, wej
construct a chain of homotopic mappings and the reader should keep in
mind that the domain of each is in the neighborhood E .1
We will show that either
 .  .a F U s U has at least one positive solution in P _ P , orR r
 .  .  .  4b the fixed point indices satisfy ind F, E s ind F, E g 0, 1 .1 2
 .As ind F, P _ P s 1 by Theorem 4, it follows from the additivityR r
 .  .property of the fixed point index that a holds if b holds. Henceforth, we
 .assume that a does not hold.
 x  .If there exists t g 0, 1 such that H t, U s U has a solution U s
 .  .u , u , u on ­ E relative to X , then u / 0 because otherwise0 1 2 1 q 2
U g Z and then U does not belong to the boundary of E . Therefore,1 1
 .u ) 0 and u , u , tu is a positive fixed point of F, in contradiction to2 0 1 2
 .  .our assumption that a does not hold. If H 0, U s U has a solution
 .  .U s u , u , u on ­ E , then u , u , 0 g Z . If u s 0, then U g Z but0 1 2 1 0 1 1 2 1
the latter does not belong to ­ E . Therefore, u ) 0 by the maximum1 2
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principle and consequently we have a contradiction to our assumption that
 . the principal eigenvalue of 4.1 is not 1 when t s 0 the third equation in
 .  . .  .4.2 is exactly 4.1 with and l s 1 . We conclude that H t, U s U has
 .no solutions t, U with 0 F t F 1 and U g ­ E . Consequently, by the1
homotopy invariance of the degree,
ind F , E s ind H 1, ? , E s ind H 0, ? , E . .  .  . .  .1 1 1
 .Consider now the system corresponding to U s H 0, U . Then
yA u s f x , u , u , 0 , .0 0 0 0 1 yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u , .  .  . .1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
and
yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u . .  .  . .2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0
Note that this system is already decoupled one can solve u , u from0 1
.the first two equations . We consider separately two cases
 .Assume E : Consider the following homotopy,y
¡yA u s f x , u , u , 0 , .0 0 0 0 1
~yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u , .  .  . .1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0¢yA u q div u F u = S# y u s tu f x , u . .  .  . .2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0
 .  .In fixed point form, this becomes G t, U s U. If G t, U s U for some
w x  .  .t g 0, 1 and U s u , u , u g ­ E then obviously u , u , 0 belongs toÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã0 1 2 1 0 1
Z and, as before, u ) 0 so t ) 0. But this means that u is a positiveÃ Ã1 2 2
y1  .eigenfunction to the eigenvalue t G 1 of 4.1 . By the uniqueness of the
eigenvalue having a positive eigenfunction, ty1 G 1 is the largest eigen-
 .value and this contradicts to E . Again, by the homotopy invariance ofy
the degree,
ind F , E s ind H 0, ? , E s ind G 1, ? , E s ind G 0, ? , E . .  .  .  . .  .  .1 1 1 1
 .However, G 0, ? can be viewed as the product of two maps G on V and1 1
 . G ' 0 on W . Now, ind G , V s q1 by applying Theorem 4 to the case2 1 1 1
.  .  .m s 1 as in Corollary 5 and ind G , W s ind 0, W s q1. So that by2 1 1
 w x.the product theorem of Leray Theorem 13.F in 19 ,
ind F , E s ind G , V = ind G , W s q1. 4.3 .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 1
 .Similarly, we also have ind F, E s q1.2
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 .Assume E : Let 1 denote the function which is identically one andq
 .consider the following homotopy U s G t, U associated to the family of
systems,
¡yA u s f x , u , u , 0 , .0 0 0 0 1
~yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u , .  .  . 4.4 . .1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0¢yA u q div u F u = S# y u s u f x , u q t1, .  .  . .2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0
w xwith the parameter t g 0, 1 .
 .  .  .If U s u , u , u g ­ E is a solution of U s G t, U then u , u , 0 g0 1 2 1 0 1
 .Z and, because u ) 0 satisfies the third equation of 4.4 , we have a1 2
w x  .contradiction to 3, Theorem 4.4 , applied to the third equation of 4.4 , if
t ) 0 note the difference in the appearance of the eigenvalue parameter
w  .x.  .in 3, Eq. 1 . If t s 0, then the largest eigenvalue of 4.1 is 1, contradict-
 . w xing E . Thus, the previous homotopy is well defined on E for t g 0, 1 .q 1
 .Equation 4.4 with t s 1 does not have any solution in E . Indeed, if1
 .  .u , u , u g E is a solution, then, as earlier, u , u , 0 g Z and u / 00 1 2 1 0 1 1 2
w xso u ) 0 and we have the same contradiction to 3, Theorem 4.4 as2
  . .before. Therefore ind G 1, ? , E must be zero. By the homotopy invari-1
 .  .ance of the degree ind F, E s 0. Similarly, we have ind F, E s 0.1 2
 .We have shown b . In either case, the fixed point index of F on P _ PR r
is not the sum of the indices on the two sets E and E whose union1 2
contains all semitrivial steady states. By the additivity property of the fixed
point index, there must be another fixed point of F which must be a
positive fixed point of F in P _ P , a contradiction.R r
5. APPLICATIONS
In this concluding section, we show how our results can be applied to
the plug flow system described in the Introduction. This will provide an
w xextension of some of the results of 4 to include a chemotaxis term.
Setting the time derivatives to zero and rearranging the system a bit, we
obtain the system,
m
Y Xyd S q S s y u f S , .0 i i
is1 5.1 .
XY X Xy d u q u q k u q F S u S s u f S , .  .i i i i i i i i i
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with boundary conditions,
1 s yd SX 0 q S 0 , .  .0
0 s d uX 0 y u 0 y F S 0 u 0 SX 0 , .  .  .  .  . .i i i i i 5.2 .
0 s SX 1 s uX 1 , .  .i
where, for specificity, we take the chemotactic sensitivity functions to be
given by
a i
F S s , .i 2a q S .i
 .  .with a , a ) 0. We begin by verifying each of the assumptions H.1 ] H.3i i
 .  .and F.1 ] F.4 . Of course, we must divide through by the diffusion
 .coefficients to make our system correspond with 1.1 . First, observe that
the washout steady state, satisfies S# ' 1. On dividing each equation by
the appropriate diffusivity, we have b s 1rd , c s 0, c s k rd , S si i 0 i i i 0
i  .  .1rd , u s 0. From this, it is easy to verify H.1 ] H.3 . No monotonicity0 0
 .restrictions on F are necessary as n s 1. H.3 holds with d s 1. Consid-
 .ering F.1 with B s xrd , we have, at x s 0,i i
­S ­S ­ Bi
r 0, q F S 0 q . .i i /­ n ­ n ­ n
s dy1 1 q F S 0 SX 0 y dy1 F S 0 SX 0 y dy1 s 0 .  .  .  . .  . .i i i i i
At x s 1, we have
­S ­S ­ Bi y1 y1 y1r 1, q F S 1 q sd F S 1 S9 1 q d sd G 0. .  .  . .  .i i i i i i /­ n ­ n ­ n
 .  .  .Thus F.1 holds. For verifying F.2 , we note that f x, u, S s0
y1 m  .  . y1  .d  u f S and f x, S s d f S . If we set h s d for 0 F i F m and0 1 i i i i i i i
 .b s C s 0, then 2.12 holds with equality, as both sides vanish. Moreover,
 .the existence of a positive constant u so that 2.13 holds if all k ) 0, withi
1  .u s min k rd . Hence, F.2 holds if k ) 0 for all i. Finally, we observei i i i2
 .  .that F.3 obviously holds provided the functions f S are smooth, satisfyi
 . X .f 0 s 0 and f S ) 0. We can clearly extend the F to be continuouslyi i i
 .differentiable, nonnegative functions on all of R so F.4 is satisfied.
Consider the case of a single-population steady state. According to
 .Corollary 5, we need to determine the largest eigenvalue of 3.11 . The
 .  .eigenvalue problem 3.11 is equivalent to S# ' 1 ,
Y Xlw s d w y w q w f 1 y k , .i i i
5.3 .
0 s dwX 0 y w 0 s wX 1 . .  .  .
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 .  .Let l denote the largest eigenvalue of 5.3 . It is easy to see that Ei i
holds if and only if l ) 0. Corollary 5 impliesi
 .  .THEOREM 7. If l ) 0, then 5.1 and 5.2 has at least one single-popu-i
 .  .  .lation steady state S s S x , u s u x , u s 0, j / i. Furthermore, u xÃ Ãi i i j i
 .) 0 and 0 - S x - 1 for 0 F x F 1.i
w x  .Set 4 for further information concerning the eigenvalue problem 5.3 .
Note that our sufficient condition for the existence of a single-population
steady state is entirely independent of the chemotactic sensitivity F . Thisi
is not surprising in the sense that the washout steady state is spatially
homogeneous and therefore the ability to successfully invade such a steady
state should not be affected by chemotaxis.
w xIn 8, 4 , we established the uniqueness of these single-population steady
states in the case n s 1. Here, we have not established uniqueness so if
l ) 0, we can only assert the existence of a nonempty set Z of single-1 1
Ã  .population steady states of the form U s S , u , 0 . Similarly, if l ) 0,Ã1 1 1 2
then there is a nonempty set Z of single-population steady states of the2
Ã  .form U s S , 0, u .Ã2 2 2
Ã Ã .For each U g Z , let L U denote the largest eigenvalue of1 1 2 1
Y X Xlw s d w y w q w f S x y k y F S x S x w x 9, .  .  .  . .  . .2 2 1 2 2 1 1
0 s d wX 0 y w 0 1 q F S 0 SX 0 , .  .  .  . . .2 2 1 1 5.4 .
0 s wX 1 . .
Ã .Similarly, let L U denote the largest eigenvalue of the eigenvalue1 2
 .problem 5.4 , with subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged. Theorem 6 implies
Ã .THEOREM 8. Suppose that l ) 0 for i s 1, 2 and that L U ) 0i i j
Ã Ã  . .L U - 0 for each i and e¨ery U g Z , j / i. Then there exists a steadyi j j j
 .  .  .  .  .state S, u , u of 5.1 and 5.2 satisfying u x ) 0 and 0 - S x - 1 for1 2 i
w xall x g 0, 1 .
Ã .Obviously, the hypotheses concerning the L U are difficult to check,i j
even if the Z are singleton sets. We observe that the chemotactici
sensitivities play a role in determining the eigenvalues L because thei
single-population steady states need not be spatially homogenous.
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